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Breakup and Fusion of Self-Guided Femtosecond Light Pulses in Air
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We report experiments showing the breakup and the merging of filaments formed by the modulational
instability of femtosecond optical pulses in air. For input powers as high as 25 times the self-focusing
threshold, the beams are shown to split into two spots, which coalesce into a self-guided beam. This
effect occurs in an optically Kerr regime and plays an important role in the guiding process. Numerical
simulations and theoretical estimates both support the comparison with the experimental data.
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Nowadays, there is a considerable interest in under-
standing the propagation of femtosecond optical pulses
through the atmosphere, in view of potential LIDAR appli-
cations [1]. Laser beams with high peak power are, indeed,
known to form robust light guides over very long distances
[2–4]. Various attempts in modeling this phenomenon
have been proposed, by solving nonlinear Schrödinger-
like systems [5–9]. Basically, an input beam having a
transverse power, Pin, far above the threshold power for
self-focusing, Pcr, first undergoes a compression in the
diffraction plane caused by the Kerr response of air. Next,
as its intensity increases by self-focusing, the beam ion-
izes the medium and creates an electron plasma. For
subpicosecond infrared pulses with input intensities less
than 1014 W�cm2, optically induced ionization dominates
through multiphoton processes [10]. The plasma then
counteracts the optical self-focusing by digging a nar-
row hole in the radial wave profile [5] and by distorting
the temporal shape of the beam [6,7,9]. From this dy-
namical balance between Kerr focusing and plasma de-
focusing, a self-guided light channel with a characteristic
conical emission results [3–5].

However, issues still remain open about the inner dy-
namics of intense pulses in air. As is well known, a
physical beam always exhibits small inhomogeneities that
produce short-scale filaments in Kerr media via the mod-
ulational instability [11]. It was recently proposed in this
respect [8] that under strong perturbations a broad beam
with rather large waist (w0 � 0.7 cm) and high power
(Pin � 35Pcr) could propagate with a high density of col-
lapsing filaments, regenerated by an accompanying back-
ground reservoir of low-amplitude energy. The light beam
then forms an optically turbulent guide from multiple, re-
currently nucleated filaments, which could maintain a long
propagation. Besides, it was shown in [9] that for pulses
with powers about 10Pcr, the beam would produce only a
finite number of filaments (mainly two spiky structures),
which coalesce around the region of self-focus. On these
points, clear observations are missing.

In this Letter, we study the propagation of femtosec-
ond infrared beams exhibiting initially a single hump, with
0 0031-9007�01�86(24)�5470(4)$15.00
peak powers below 25 times critical. Emphasis is laid on
two specific concerns. First, we examine the global fea-
tures in the propagation and underline its three characteris-
tic stages, namely, (i) the wave self-focusing (SF) in Kerr
regime, (ii) the generation of an electron plasma by multi-
photon ionization (MPI) and the formation of a self-guided
beam, and (iii) the final spreading of the wave. These data,
collected experimentally, are compared with results from
a numerical code, which involves the main ingredients for
describing the dynamics of ultrashort pulses in air. Second,
we detail the early propagation of high-power beams. For
different input powers, we investigate, both experimentally
and theoretically, the breakup of beams with 3 mm waist
and display evidence of their ability to merge into a single
light guide. The onset of small-scale filamentation pre-
ceding the ionization is here thoroughly investigated. For
clarity, the beam distortions caused by modulational in-
stability will refer to “Kerr filamentation”; the “filament”
resulting from MPI will be termed as light channel.

To start with, we identify the main stages in the dynam-
ics of light self-guiding. From the experimental point of
view, the laser source is a kHz, Ti:sapphire oscillator am-
plifier operating at the wavelength l0 � 810 nm. It deliv-
ers horizontally polarized pulses of 50 fs FWHM duration
with an energy of up to 8 mJ per pulse. The wave diameter
is first reduced by an inverted telescope, then the pulse is
launched through the atmosphere in the form of a converg-
ing beam with focal distance f � 2 m, or as a collimated
beam with f � 1`. To record the intensity profiles, we
use a pickup plate of BK7 glass at 45± angle. For intensi-
ties less than 1013 W�cm2 (i.e., outside the focal region),
the plate surface is not optically damaged and, therefore,
the reflected part of the beam is not distorted. The re-
flected beam is imaged with a high aperture (f�5) lens onto
a CCD camera. The intensity profile of the self-guided
pulse and the electron density resulting from air ionization
are measured along the propagation axis for different input
pulse energies, Ein, insured with a relative error of 610%.
We also perform far-field measurements of the energy in
the resulting light channel after isolating it with a pinhole.
Electrons are detected by using the electric-conductivity
© 2001 The American Physical Society
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technique described in Ref. [12], with synchronous detec-
tion adapted to the high repetition rate of our laser system.
As in our previous experiments, we measure air resistivity
by recording the current flowing between two plane cop-
per electrodes connected by the laser-induced plasma. We
calibrate the current as a function of the electron density
averaged over the measured beam diameter �0.5 mm en-
closing the light channel, by means of an optical technique
probing the plasma decay [13]. The threshold sensitivity
of our experimental technique corresponds to an average
electron density of rth � 1015 cm23, represented by the
dotted line in Fig. 1.

Numerical simulations are carried out for comparison
with these experiments. We employ a three-dimensional
code constrained to the axial symmetry, whose basic
scheme was detailed in [9]. It resolves the slowly
varying envelope of the linearly polarized laser electric
field E �r , z, t�, with central wave number k0 � k�v0�
and amplitude expressed in

p
W�cm, which is gov-

erned by an extended nonlinear Schrödinger (NLS)
equation in the frame moving with the pulse
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coupled with the electron density r of plasma created by
multiphoton transitions. This quantity evolves as
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where rat � 2.7 3 1019 cm23 is the density of neutral
atoms satisfying r�rat # 1%. In Eq. (1), z refers to the
propagation distance, the two-dimensional Laplacian D�

describes the transverse diffraction, and the remaining
terms are the group-velocity dispersion (GVD) with coeffi-
cient k00 � 0.2 fs2�cm, the Kerr response of air, with both
instantaneous and retarded components in ratio 1

2 fixed by
experimental evidence [14], the electron density entering
the plasma frequency v2

pe�r� � q2
er�mee0 (qe and me are

the electron charge and mass), and multiphoton absorption

FIG. 1. Experimental results for the mean radius R�z� of a fo-
cused beam with energy Ein � 5 mJ and for the electron density
r (squares). The numerical counterparts are shown in solid lines
[R�0� � w0

p
ln2�2]. The dotted line represents the electron de-

tection threshold. Bottom inset: Dynamics of the 5 mJ beam
profile at different propagation distances.
(MPA) with coefficient b�K�. At atmospheric pressure, the
appropriate parameters are n2 � 3.2 3 10219 cm2�W,
K � 10 for a mean ionization potential Ui � 14.6 eV,
b�10� � 1.27 3 102126 cm17�W9 [10,15], tK � 70 fs is
the characteristic time of molecular motions of air, and
the critical power for self-focusing is Pcr � l

2
0�2pn2 �

3.3 GW. The input beams are modeled by unperturbed
Gaussians with power Pin [9]. They exhibit a trans-
verse waist w0 � 3 mm (jE j � e2r2

��w2
0 ), a temporal

FWHM diameter DT � 50 fs, and they are either colli-
mated (f � 1`) or focused by a lens with focal length
f � 2 m [6,9]. We have simulated the evolution of a
focused beam with Ein � 5 mJ and f � 2 m, which we
compare with experiments performed at the same energy
level (Pin � 25Pcr). In Fig. 1, we show the radius of the
beam and the maximum-in-time electron density, averaged
in the radial plane. Apart from discrepancies near the
focal point, the numerical results are in good agreement
with the experimental measurements. We retrieve the
SF stage, followed by an ionization front that remains
clamped with the pulse at intensities #1014 W�cm2

and enables light channeling over ten Rayleigh
lengths, zf � z0f2��z2

0 1 f2� � 11.4 cm. Here, z0 �
pw2

0�l0 � 35 m is the diffraction length of the colli-
mated beam. Thus, for powers Pin around 25Pcr and
narrow waists, the beam self-focuses, creates an electron
plasma, and then forms a self-guided light channel with
�100 mm diameter over more than 1 m.

The energy captured in this channel is numerically found
to be close to 10% of the input energy, which was con-
firmed by the experiment. The propagation length covering
the early SF range, z # zc � 1.4 6 0.1 m, is about that
attained by a collapsing beam in a purely Kerr medium
with an instantaneous response only and an effective criti-
cal power P0

cr � 2Pcr. It can readily be determined by em-
ploying Marburger’s formula [11]: zc � z0��xM 1 z0�f�
with xM � �0.367�21��

p
Pin�P0

cr 2 0.852�2 2 0.0219�1�2.
The number for the maximum electron density is consis-
tent with the simple estimate r � DTb�K�IK�Kh̄v0 that
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varies as �0.25 7.3� 3 1016 cm23 in the intensity range
I � �5 7� 3 1013 W�cm2 attained near focus.

The global features of femtosecond pulse propagation in
air are, at least qualitatively, well described by the model
equations (1) and (2). However, inspection of the beam
profile around the location of the focus reveals a more
complex structure. As shown in the inset of Fig. 1, the
beam does not evolve as a single-hump Gaussian. Instead,
it forms a spatial ring, which breaks up along the vertical
axis in two symmetric spots that finally fuse into one cen-
tral lobe. Ring and two-spot formation mainly results from
the Kerr filamentation, which is triggered by small-scale
inhomogeneities. In this regard, numerical simulations us-
ing the experimentally recorded beam profiles instead of
unperturbed Gaussians reproduced the phase of ring for-
mation. Although they did not restore the two-spot pattern
because of the constraint imposed by the axial symme-
try, these simulations showed amplification and merging
of rings before the ionization front.

From now on, we examine this early filamentation stage.
To make it more visible, we use beams in collimated
geometry, which expands the region of interest by sup-
pressing the space compression introduced by the lens.
The results are detailed in Fig. 2. This figure shows trans-
verse intensity patterns for input energies varying from
1 mJ �Pin � 5Pcr� to 5 mJ �Pin � 25Pcr�. At low ener-
gies (1 mJ, top row), the first sequence illustrates the basic
self-focusing, a short guiding, and the final spreading of
the beam. At moderate energies (2.5 mJ, middle row), the
beam begins to form a ring structure, which breaks up into
two distinct spots. Both spots then coalesce in a single
lobe that finally disperses at z � 8.5 m. At still higher
energy (5 mJ, lower row), this scenario becomes clearly
apparent. Being modulationally unstable, the beam first
decays into an elliptical ring that gives rise to two spots
[z � 2.5 4.5 m] with typical radial dimensions of the or-
der �1.5 mm. Those self-focus at their own centroids,
before fusing at larger distances [z � 6.5 8.5 m]. This
evolution is thus generic.

FIG. 2. Propagation patterns of 50 fs unfocused beams in air
at different propagation distances � 2.5, 4.5, 6.5, and 8.5 m
(for each row, from left to right). Top row: Ein � 1 mJ; middle
row: Ein � 2.5 mJ; bottom row: Ein � 5 mJ. The arrow on the
right represents a length scale of 2 mm.
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To explain this mechanism, we derive analytical esti-
mates from a simplified nonlinear Schrödinger model. At
leading order, we consider Eq. (1), in which the electron
density is frozen in time and acts as a global saturating non-
linearity. Although strong temporal distortions are known
to arise from MPI at high density levels, i.e., after the focus
point zc [6–9], such an approximation holds in the early
range z , zc, where the nonlinearities mainly originate
from the Kerr term. We verified numerically that the pulse
temporal profiles remained unchanged in this early propa-
gation domain. The electron density is thus approximated
by r � DTb�K�jE j2K��Kh̄v0�. Accordingly, we omit
the delayed component in the Kerr response. This amounts
to considering an effective critical power for self-focusing
being twice Pcr. We also ignore GVD and MPA, which
never significantly affect the beam dynamics in this range,
i.e., until far beyond the ionization threshold [8,9]. There-
fore, we deal with the NLS equation

2ik0
≠E

≠z
1 D�E 1 k2

0�n2jE j2 2 n2K jE j2K �E � 0 ,

(3)

where n2K � 1.3 3 102143 cm2K�WK . Following the
Bespalov-Talanov procedure (see, e.g., [11]), we first
determine the incidence of perturbations in the form
dE � egz1i �k�?�r� with growth rate g and transverse
wave number k�, which develop on the beam having
the uniform averaged intensity I0 � jE0j

2 (dE ø E0).
The growth rate provides the transverse spacing be-
tween filaments, L� � �2pPcr�I0�1 2 aIK21

0 ��1�2, and
their growth length Lz � g21

max � L
2
��p2l0, where

a � Kn2K�n2. From these, we infer that MPI efficiently
counteracts the Kerr focusing for I0 $ a1��12K� �
5 3 1013 W�cm2. At moderate intensity levels, I0 #

1013 W�cm2, the dynamics is thus essentially driven
by the Kerr response of the medium. For an input
intensity of I0 � Ein�	S
DT � �0.7 1� 3 1012 W�cm2

with Ein � 5 mJ distributed on the average surface
	S
 � pw2

0�2, we find that filaments form over distances
Lz $ 1.2 m with a transverse size L� � 1.8 mm. These
estimates are compatible with the filament growth length
and spot sizes detailed in Fig. 3. The first filamentation
mode is an annular ring, promoted by almost isotropic
perturbations. As this ring is still modulationally unstable
with an extension of about 4.5 mm, two cells emerge from
it, in agreement with the patterns of Fig. 2. Next, both
spots increase in intensity: Using Espot � 2.5 mJ and
	S
 � pwxwy�2 computed with the horizontal and verti-
cal spot waists wx , wy , I0 in each spot is found to reach the
maximum value I0 � 3 3 1012 W�cm2 at z � 6.5 m,
before the two filaments merge. The wave intensity
has thus increased by less than one decade. Because I0
always remains below 1013 W�cm2, MPI is of negligible
influence and, indeed, no significant emission of electrons
above rth was detected with collimated beams, at least
along distances accessible experimentally (z , 10 m).
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FIG. 3. Measured intensity profiles of a 5 mJ beam with
f � 1` along (a) the y axis (vertical cut) and (b) the x axis
(horizontal cut along one spot) at z � 0 (dotted line),
z � 2.5 m (dashed), z � 6.5 m (dash-dotted), and z �
8.5 m (solid).

In contrast, the mean intensity of the convergent beam
shown in Fig. 1 was found to exceed 5 3 1013 W�cm2

around the linear focus.
As a result, the first propagation stage is actually driven

by the Kerr response of air that focuses the beam and
breaks it up through modulational instability into two
filaments, which is well described by Eq. (3). Note that
although each spot might in theory further split with a
power Pfil � pL

2
�I0�4 � p2Pcr�2 , 12.5Pcr [9,11],

only two local intensity maxima are clearly observed here.
Let us now discuss the mutual coalescence of spots,

which, for simplicity, we model by two in-phase
Gaussians arising at a given z � z0, with waist wa , indi-
vidual power Pa , and mutual separation distance d. We
assume that the two spots are identical �P1 � P2�, sym-
metrically located from the center of coordinates, and they
possess equal sizes �wa along the �x, y� directions. They
are initially “well separated” with d .

p
2 wa [16], which

is satisfied by the spots emerging at z0 � 6.5 m in Fig. 3.
In SF regime, coalescence results from the vanishing of
the total mean-square radius of the beam, denoted by 	r2

�
,
provided that both spots strongly interact. By neglecting
MPI for collimated beams, this process can be described
from the evolution equation, d2

z 	r2
�
 � H�k2

0Pa , where
H is the Hamiltonian of Eq. (3) expressing at leading
order as H �

R
�j=�Ej2 2 pjE j4�Pcr� d �r� � Hfree 1

Hint�d�. Here Hfree refers to the Hamiltonian contri-
butions of each individual spot and Hint�d� gathers all
interaction terms that exponentially decrease with d

(see [16] for more detail). Self-focusing follows whenever
H , 0, and the predominance of the interaction terms re-
quires that d be less than 3wa for Pa above critical. Thus,
the two spots can fuse for d , 3wa , which definitely
applies to the separation distance measured in Fig. 3 at
z � 6.5 m. It is worth noticing that, in the absence of
wave collapse, the fusion is all the more delayed along
z as the spots are intense, since at increasing energy
they reinforce their own local attractor on their individual
centroids. This effect contributes to enlarge the Kerr stage
beyond which an electron plasma can be excited, as con-
firmed by Fig. 2. For a focused beam, 	r2

�
 vanishes faster
(see, e.g., [9]), and the fusion dynamics is accelerated.

In conclusion, we have shown that the early stages pre-
ceding the self-guiding in air of femtosecond pulses with
peak power lying between 5 and 25 Pcr consisted in the
breakup of the beam into two spots by modulation insta-
bility and their coalescence into one central lobe. This
process gives rise to self-channeled light guides. The
main stages in the formation of light channels have been
confronted with numerical simulations restoring the dif-
ferent propagation regimes inherent to the self-focusing,
plasma formation, self-guiding, and ultimate dispersion of
the beam. In addition, by means of the NLS model (3),
we have justified the filament formation and the fusion
process enabling the beam to recombine into one robust
lobe. This scenario of breakup and coalescence preceding
the self-guiding is generic, both for focused and for unfo-
cused beams, in the domain of powers investigated. Note
that this does not prevent higher-power pulses to decay
into more filaments, as proposed in [8]. To the best of our
knowledge, we provided, for the first time, clear evidence
of optical coalescence following the filamentation of fem-
tosecond lasers in air, and we obtained good agreements
between experimental data, numerical results, and recent
theories in this field.
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